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“TOPPING OUT” CEREMONY AT TUNXIS COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Photos: The last major steel beam of Phase 1 of the campus enhancement project at Tunxis Community College in Farmington was put in place on September 25. A "Topping Out" ceremony took place that day, in which an evergreen tree and an American flag were hoisted up and attached to the beam where the building has reached its maximum height. Traditionally in a “Topping Out,” the beam is painted white, and each of the project’s ironworkers as well as officials sign the beam. Shown here, Tunxis President Addy enthusiastically pens her name to the beam. Tunxis director of facilities, John Lodovico, also had the honor of adding his signature.

Ongoing updates and images of the Tunxis campus enhancement project are posted on the College’s website: tunxis.commnet.edu. Click “Campus Expansion Update” off the home page. Call Tunxis Community College at 860.255.3500.
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